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A nice creation by Gregor, from Slovenia

SEMINAR IN AFRICA
Burkina Faso is getting ready to welcome our
Beloved Prophet from December 21st to December
31st.
The national media have relayed the announcement of his
coming. Everyone is getting ready for this very special
moment. If you want to witness this unique event, you may
reserve right now! Look for more details on www.rael.org

EUROPEAN SEMINAR- A one-week cruise with
RAEL around the Greek Islands !!!
Poll: The European seminar should be held this coming
Summer on a cruise boat sailing around the Greek
Islands, all this for the amazing price of 215 Euro !!!
Absolutely true J
We need to know how many places we should reserve.
If you think that you will attend, could you please send
an email to editor@raelianews.org giving your name
and the country you are coming from.
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OUR BELOVED PROPHET’S WORDS
The following question was asked to RAEL by Junzo, Continental Guide for Asia:
The Japanese Guide Tetsuya worked years ago in the office of a national parliament member of Japan and
he has an interest in a political career.
He is now thinking of starting a political party "Earth Party" using the internet (to save cost). At the Earth
party, he hopes to gain supporters and raise membership fees and donations, and will use the money raised
this way for political activities (while keeping his job).
He lives in Shinjuku, and he was thinking of running for the election of Chief of the Shinjuku Ward
(population 300,000) but the powerful Buddhist organization Sokagakkai is headquartered in Shinjuku ward,
and they have been the winner due to their well organized votes. He decided not to run because he will
most likely lose the election.
As Earth Party founder, he will:
•
Work for establishing a world government.
•
World peace without war.
•
Introduction of Self Realization index.
•
Policy for increasing this index level to be done.
•
Eternal life, technology for freeing humanity from work increases this index value.
•
Voting right of each country to be reflecting their: Population, level of democracy, transparency of
information, level of social welfare system, contribution to world society, etc.
•
Each country can vote in accordance with the level pre-determined by the above measurement.
•
Freedom from work
•
Promotion of automation, nano-technology, etc.
•
Guaranteeing of minimum level of living standard for everyone.
•
Use of Intellectual property.
•
Allow free duplication of software/hardware, and government pays the inventor in proportion to the
level of worldwide use of the patent.
•
Complete tax exemption.
•
When a world currency is available, amount of supply of currency to be increased at the rate of 5%
per year and make it a financial source of world government. 5% inflation every year but no tax.
•
Incorporation to be freely done except in some area of business.
•
Raelian philosophy to be announced publicly.
•
Publicly declare that he is Raelian and promote Geniocracy.
•
Make public his financial status/assets/bank accounts/ daily financial situation.
•
Make public his sexual activities. By doing so: draw people's attention, and publicize his policy.
Also, this gives him discipline as a public servant.
His political activities are linked to diffusion of the Message.
Income: If elected, income will be more than 10 million yen per year. (example of chief of Shinjuku ward)
Running for election: Not now. There will be a financial burden if he runs now.
Question: for diversification of Raelian activities, is it OK if Raelians (including Guides) enter a
political career?
Our Beloved Prophet’s answer:

Raelians are 100 % free to do whatever they want including enter political careers, but
cannot use Raelian meetings or listings to get money for their political activities.
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Members of the structure can enter political careers but must never ask for, or be directly
or indirectly financed by Raelian money, this means no money from the Movement or
from Raelians and no solicitation, private or public of Raelians to get money for their
political activities.
Love RAEL
About wearing the burqa in public places.
The Dutch government is about to pass a law making it illegal to wear the Burqa in public places. European
countries have been debating for a while about the fact that banning veils worn for religious reasons could
be in conflict with religious freedom laws.
Our Beloved Prophet has sent his support to the Dutch government for its decision, adding the following
comments:
It is obvious that face covering should be illegal in public places as it would be a good way
for criminals to escape. It is even surprising that one is allowed to enter banks wearing a burqa... a
very good way to perform bank robberies! And we must remind everybody that face covering is NOT
a religious rule ordered by the Koran but only a Bedouin tradition, for women AND men, in order to
protect their faces from sandstorms...
RAEL

NEWS AND VIEWS
About the French artist Dieudonné
The French stand-up comedian Dieudonné was on a tour
in Switzerland a few weeks ago and shared a meal with
RAEL in Lausanne. He also invited him to his show the
same night. A journalist was in the same restaurant and
reported on the meeting and about the presence of RAEL
at the show. Young people were very happy to meet Rael
as well…

“Gross discrimination” in Singapore
Singapore is about to pass a strange law, decriminalizing oral and anal sex between consenting
heterosexual adults –nothing to complain about here- but this law will not apply for oral and anal sex
between homosexuals. Hard to believe!! Under Singapore law, a man who is found to have committed an
act of "gross indecency" with another man could be jailed for up to two years.
Our Beloved Prophet has asked ARAMIS to organize protests against such discrimination.

Will he be the Jewish Gandhi?
Leon Mellul has sent his support to Shamaï Leibowitz in Israel on behalf of Messiah RAEL.
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Leibowitz is a lawyer who is one of the 50 soldiers who signed a declaration, back in 2002, saying that they
refuse to serve the Israeli Army in the occupied Palestinian territories. His brother joined the refusnik list
shortly after and many other young Israelis did too. Some are even refusing to join the Army and are in jail
for this reason.
Shamai Leibowitz has been handing out to the young people who must serve in the Army, a legal advice
called “obligation to refuse” that demonstrates that the order to serve in the territories is illegal and that the
military law exempts soldiers to obey this order…
Rael’s Girls ready to help Catholic Priests rediscover their sexuality
Excerpts of a press release sent this week…
In a recent speech, Pope Benedict XVI asked his bishops to take all necessary measures to stop pedophilia
crimes committed by his clergy, a pleasant change considering that 5 years ago as he was in charge of the
Doctrine and Faith Committee, he sent a letter asking them to cover-up these same crimes.
But this speech is not enough. The excellent documentary by Amy Berg, “deliver us From Evil”, portrays
Father O'Grady who allegedly molested hundreds of children while he was of service to the Church in
Northern California. In his interview, he is very forthcoming about his deviant conduct, displaying no
remorse, and admitting to numerous sexual encounters with the sons and daughters of his trusted
parishioners. Amy Berg also said that during these interviews at some point, "he couldn't remember all of
the facts and in some cases he wasn't even sure he did anything wrong."
Psychologists are unanimous to say that a fully inhibited sexual life can trigger mental problems leading to
violence and deviant sexuality. A speech isn’t enough, it is time for the Vatican to allow its priests to have
sex so that they stop abusing children.
Already today, 150,000 of them have left the clergy to get married and are now organized following
Archbishop Emmanuel Milingo who created for them the Married Priests Now! Prelature.
For all the others who haven’t stepped out yet, we believe it is urgent to act and the Rael's Girls,
(www.raelsgirls.com) are offering their experience in the sex industry to organize seminars for the Catholic
Priests who want to rediscover a harmonious sexuality and to help cure the thousands of them who are
molesting or are about to molest young children.
Lara, the leader of Rael’s Girls is ready anytime… J

THE MOVEMENT’S LIFE
QUESTION FOR ALL
The European seminar this coming summer will no doubt be grandiose. We are reserving at the moment a
cruise boat that will sail in the Greek waters for a week and all this for 215 Euro. Yes you read it right, 215
Euro for the whole week, food included!!
We need to know quickly how many places to reserve and knowing how exceptional and unique this
proposal is, we would like to evaluate how many of you are ready to attend this seminar. Of course you will
need to pay for your trip to go to Italy where the cruise originates, but 215 Euro for a one-week cruise with
our Beloved Prophet is too good to miss, don’t you think?
If you are considering coming, please send an email to editor@raelianews.org giving your name and
country. We count on you to communicate your desire to come quickly so that we can be sure not to lack
places at the last momentJ
Your answer will not be considered as a registration of course. At this stage we are talking about a poll
only. Thanks for your great help!
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BURKINA FASO IS WAITING FOR THE PROPHET!
October 17th started nicely with an article on the Official Newspaper, SIDWAYA, announcing the press
conference of the Raelian Movement at 4:00pm that same day in Ouagadougou.
The conference was supposed to last one hour, it actually lasted two hours as they had so many interesting
questions. The atmosphere was beautiful.
The event was exceptional and so were our outfits. We decided to create a party atmosphere beforehand
and all the Raelians in the room were wearing bright T-shirts
with the face of our Beloved Prophet on it and a slogan: “Rael
in Faso”.
Considering the real interest of the journalists to cover the
event, we can tell that the population is ready to welcome the
Prophet. The most important media attended; there were 6
newspapers, 4 radios and 2 TVs. The National Television
Station, RTB, couldn’t make it at the last minute, but they
asked for a private interview on the following day and for
footage we could collect from the event afterwards. Three
radios also asked for private interviews both in French and in
Moore, the national language of the majority of the population.
:-))
Love, Lamane and X-Ciel
A few days later, Lamane sent an update:
The report of the announcement of the coming of our Beloved Prophet is going very well. All the radios
have aired the interviews, one of the major newspapers has published a piece the day after, and the most
wonderful of all, the national television station has aired their report (a fantastic one) at primetime during
their news (1:00pm and 8:00pm). This will have a great impact and already it has, considering the number
of people coming to us.
Heheheheee the crowd is ready to welcome the Prophet !!

To register for this unique seminar, see details on www.rael.org

NEXT IN LINE, THE OCEANIA SEMINAR !
In Byron Bay (Australia) - 20-28th January.
The Australian Raelian Movement invites you to attend its seminar in a beautiful and very private resort by
the beach.
With its lake, its secluded beach, its magnificent garden, golf, tennis courts etc... This resort is the ideal
place to hold a sensual awakening seminar. The cost is also very attractive and will suit all budgets. It is
important to book your flight and accommodation early as it will be high season.
We hope to see you there for the most fantastic and enlightening holiday.
More on Rael.org
With love, JFA
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SUPERBE ACTION OF THE ITALIAN CELEBRITY TEAM
October 61 a.H.

Skylet was on fire this month J. She got the accreditation to be among the journalists in the press room of
the 1st International Movie Festival in Rome. She was able then to approach stars and gave them the
messages! The celebrities who were able to receive this precious gift were: Nicole Kidman, Viggo Mortensen
(from the “Lord of the Rings”) and the nice TV anchor and writer Fabio Volo. Bravo Skylet !!! Here is what
she reported to us... Love Roberta
‘This year was the beginning of the International Movie Festival in Rome, a
manifestation that will unite with Cannes and Venice. After two months of hard
work, I finally became accredited as a journalist of RaelRadio. Today I had the
pleasure to talk to Nicole Kidman and to offer her the book "The Maitreya”. More
than 400 journalists from all over the World were attending the press conference
in the morning and questions were asked by microphone. I asked her a question
about happiness and after her answer, I asked her if I could approach her and give
her a book. The whole room was very curious, they all wanted to know about the
book. Nicole has been very nice and answered she would be happy to receive it.
She stood up and came to me to take the book and she kept it with her during the
whole conference.
(see
the
picture
also
published
on
http://www.cinespettacolo.it/csmain/articolo.asp?aid=4688 )…
At the end while journalists were pushing each other to get pictures and autographs, and Nicole was ready
to go, she looked at me with a smile, and came back and offered to shake my hand on her own initiative. I
must have given her a good impression. Right after, to my surprise, I was surrounded by journalists who
wanted to know more about the book. So I did a little advertisingJ.
On Sunday, I had a private interview with Fabio Volo, an artist whom our Bishop-Guide Marco likes a lot. I
had only three minutes but I gave him the book “The message given by Extraterrestrials” and the artist
hinted that he knew about us.J
Then I finally had an interview with Viggo Mortensen ( see
picture) on Tuesday. Interviews were only granted to foreign
media which I was representing as RaelRadio is a foreign
radioJ
The press attaché told us beforehand that Viggo is a very
quiet and informal person and it is true, during the whole
interview, I felt as if I was with a friend.
I asked him philosophical questions and his answers were
long and interesting. At the end, I came closer and gave him
the book “The Maitreya ”, which he accepted with pleasure
while reading the cover. We took pictures as well. Viggo is a
very simple person, full of humor, we laughed all the time
and when he moves and speaks, he is so delicate… wow,
what a joy to give the diamond that is our philosophy to such beautiful people!!
With love, Skylet.
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IN THE USA AS WELL WITH FELIX…
Sam Harris, a famous atheist, author of “The End of Faith” and also participant in the documentary “ The
God Who Wasn’t There”, was giving a conference a few days ago in San Francisco. Felix and Craig went
there….
I was at his lecture last Sunday with Craig and the room was packed (at least 150 people). The format was
very relaxed as Sam was sitting on a one-person couch and at his side there was another person asking him
questions – very good questions. This lasted for about an hour and at the end there was a mike in the
middle of the room and they took several questions. I decided to wait until the book signing so that I could
exchange a few words and shake his hand… Needless to say that this whole hour ‘lecture’ was extremely
intellectually orgasmic to me and Craig… this man Sam is so close to the truth!
And it wasn’t like President Carter’s book signing where you only had a few seconds and that was it (that’s
why Craig and Nancy had to be really quick to take the picture for that event). At this event, there were no
restrictions and people were free to talk to him, within the limits of reasonableness. So when I got to him, I
think we exchanged for a solid 90 seconds which was more than I
could even fathom. It was a beautiful exchange but Craig’s camera
did not even work. Fortunately, I managed to “befriend” the
organizer of that event (Paul O’Neill) while waiting in line and asked
him if he could take a photo of me and Sam. He told me to talk to
one of the two bodyguards to see if it was ok, then Sam looked at me
and Paul and, without hesitation, kindly accepted. I was very happy. I
received the photo from Paul a moment ago and it is attached.
At any rate, I introduced myself to Sam as a Raelian and the first
thing he said was that he got an email from “one of your guys.” So
it’s fair to assume that he’s seen our website. Then I had a burning
desire to ask him if he was open to the idea of being an atheist and
still embracing ID. To make a short story even shorter he said ‘yes’
provided that the definition of the designer was rational and
substantiated… then after saying that he remained ‘open’ he ended
with “to be continued” and a friendly smile. So it is possible that we
will hear from him again…

IN IVORY COAST, THE NATIONAL GUIDE MEETS WITH THE PRESIDENT
Excerpts of an article published in Abidjan….

Ivory Coast : The Imam Légré Yaya and the Raëlien Djossovi - "May the forces of the unicorn
leave Ivory Coast."
http://fr.allafrica.com/stories/200611080602.html
November 8th 2006
Benjamin Koré
There are two religious leaders in this country who know how to have their voices heard at the
right time. Yesterday, religious leaders speaking on behalf of their communities have
demanded the final departure of the French forces which appear to them as forces of
occupation.
Contact 322
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The Raelian community was the first to react. His holiness Djossovi, spokesperson for the
Raelians, said with a surprising ease: "We are asking for the departure of the colonizing forces
and that they are replaced by African forces. We want the departure of the colonizing forces."
He didn’t stop there, he said :"We must replace the French language with the English one to
end the cultural colonization. "
According to Djossovi, France owes a lot to Africa and to the Ivory Coast as it plundered its
resources. His Holiness encouraged the Chief of State to not reimburse any debt to France. It
should be the opposite, according to him, France paying damages to Ivory Coast.
The Raelian Guide has also told the President Laurent Gbagbo to adopt a culture of nonviolence and of respect of life, which are traits of great revolutionary men of his stature.

ACTIONS FOR PEACE
The Korean Raelian Movement decided to launch a petition for peace in Korea, following the
recommendations of our Beloved Prophet, asking Korean people to state their desire for peace;
asking also the US to stay away from the Korean peninsula and to dismantle its own nuclear
arsenal before criticizing the Korean one. Their goal is to gather 10 million signatures…!!!
Toy, the Guide in charge of media relations, sent us this report J
We sent our press release to the media last week, and on Sunday Oct 29th Korean Raelians gathered at
the downtown area of Seoul city and paraded for the “10 Million people's No Nuke No War Signatures
Campaign” in Korea and the World.
As a result, very positive articles with large, wonderful photos have appeared on one Internet media,
named "Plus Korea" and "imbc.com", Internet edition of MBC-TV(one of Korea's major television
channels).
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Their goal is to gather 10 million signatures… we
will keep you posted J

New diffusion in Korea: the public conference for the actual training of Sensual Meditation
The Internet activities are well developed in
Korea. The Korean team has been ahead in
the Internet diffusion activities for a while.
The KRM has operated an Internet
community, "The Message of ET and UFO",
which has about 30 thousand members, and
also many Korean Raelians have made
diffusion through their own blogs.
The Korean team has tried to initiate new
conferences in the Messenger Center, the
official gathering place of the Korean team,
using Internet only to advertise them - emails, web-banner, etc.
The Korean team has decided to advertise
this
time,
conferences
on
Sensual
Meditation.
The programme includes videos about Sensual Meditation like the AOM meditation as well as the Message.
They are free of charge.
It means that we organize the conference by Internet activity with no cost for publicity.
The results have been really encouraging.
On the 1st conference, on the 24th of September, Cindy, Raelian Guide, conducted the meditation
conference for 42 people (6 were non-Raelians). On October 22nd, the Guide Yaho had 36 participants
among whom 12 were non-Raelians.
The Non-Raelians participants have manifested a lot of interest for the proposed meditations and for the
messages and bought lots of books.
The conference will be hosted once a month and the 3rd conference will be on the 19th of November.
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A GLOBE TROTTER IN ASIA
Color, one of the Korean Bishop-Guides, living in Japan, assistant of Junzo for the Asian Continent and
responsible for Public Relations in Asia is also very active as a pioneer …
She went lately on a tour to Indonesia with Hideki the Indonesian National Guide, where she contacted the
media and had quite an impact.
She was interviewed by BaliTV which broadcasted her on October 5th for 1min45 during the news show that
is seen by most of Bali’s citizens. She then had a press conference with 3 Radio stations, 4 newspapers, 1
magazine.
The following day, an article was published on "FAJAR Bali", a Bali Local Newspaper and her interview was
aired for 2mins on "GEMA MERDEKA "(97.7 FM Radio).

Interview in Bali

With her team in Malaysia

On October 7th she was in Malaysia, the country of which she is National Guide, where she did the
transmissions…
Congratulations Color !

ALSO IN EUROPE WITH PRINCESS LOONA
Transmission in Spain,
by Eloise

On October 7th, our wonderful Guide Princess Loona from
France and Gabriel from Switzerland, traveled to Barcelona to
give a small conference and perform a transmission. Francisco,
a dedicated Spanish man who has been actively diffusing for the
last two years, had his transmission done in a lovely park in the
center of the city.
After the transmission the team went to a Palestinian restaurant
and after a delicious meal, they went to a disco in Barcelona to celebrate until 6am in the morning!!
The movement in Spain is steadily growing little by little, and we have new people writing to us and joining
our Latin Internet forum every week. Through this forum (about 540 subscribers both from Spain and
Latino America) we inform people about our philosophy, Raelian news, special science and world news,
Raelian events in Spanish speaking areas, and we exchange views and experiences with each other.
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http://mx.groups.yahoo.com/group/MovimientoRaelianoLatino/
The forum has helped us create a homogeneous community of Spanish speaking Raelians and sympathizers
as well, which thanks to the Internet can be connected at all times and communicate with each other
regardless of distances and geographical boundaries. Many people have expressed that it gives them
confidence to have this type of support group in their own language.
Our forum has also proved a useful tool for those who feel interested in the messages but who wish to have
exchanges with real Raelians before becoming involved. By being among us, they get to know
us better, and this helps many of them give a step forward to have their transmission and become
members.
THE OSCE In WARSAW
A few days later, Princess Loona, spokesperson of the European Raelian Movement was in Warsaw with
Jean Pierre Saulnier and Marylin Canin, to present our vision on how religious minorities are treated in
France.
Princess expressed our color with talent. The French government was represented. Did they listen ?

ACTION IN ISRAEL
On Saturday November 4th we joined a peace march of more than 100,000 people in Tel Aviv. We were 16
Raelians. Our posters and pamphlets were shown on all national TV stations during the news report.
On our banner we had written:

INTERNATIONAL RAELIAN MOVEMENT
Shalom/ Salam in Hebrew and Arabic with our symbol
in the center
"LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOUR LIKE YOURSELF"
and our website

On Friday 10th, there was a gay parade in Jerusalem. The debate
was raging the few days before the event as several movements wanted to ban it, the conservative
religious movements. The mayor of the city almost accepted facing the coalition of the three main religions
which were for once in agreement, uniting for the same cause against a common enemy so to speakJ.
The Jewish religious people were the most hysterical and didn’t hesitate to go in the street every night to
protest violently against the gay parade. Of course the Vatican entered the debate as well… They almost
won since the organizers had to transform the parade into a gay pride manifestation inside a stadium.
We were 8 Raelians, proud and happy to be there and we didn’t go unnoticed. We had two magnificent
banners saying "yes to differences", "Yes to sexual freedom", "No to intolerance". And another
one, the same as the one used during the peace march, mentioning a sentence of the Ten Commandments
to remind the religious people: ''Love your neighbour as yourself ''.
All media were there and we gave out all our pamphlets. The crowd wasn’t as big as it could have been.
Despite the presence of the police, many didn’t come, fearing violence as the religious threatened to bring.
Congratulations to the team for their courage and their love and a special thank you to Leon for his
determination!
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ACTION CLITORAID as well
By JOCE BLOTTIERE.

Our Clitoraid campaign was launched also this weekend. For
years now, we have had a special permit that allows us to have
a booth on the most fashionable street of Tel Aviv where more
than 3,000 people an hour are walking by. We installed this time
our Clitoraid posters and a donation box.
What a pleasure to see the people gathering around our posters.
Many passers-by closed their eyes when they saw the picture,
but some acknowledged the fact that barbaric practices still exist
on the planet. Women were the main donators but I was
especially touched by two little girls of barely 10 who stopped
and one of them opened her pink wallet and emptied it to give
her contribution.
We spent beautiful moments and it is only a beginning as we will be here every week for
several months!
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CLITORAID DOES WELL IN
SWITZERLAND
During the weekend of the “Chesnut Fair” in Fully,
the Swiss team gathered CHF1,117.15 on Saturday
and CHF 1,743.05 CHF on Sunday, wow !!!!
Stephane Barathieu also designed a recipe to make
cakes looking like a woman’s sex, made of
marzipan, cherry, chocolate… They cost 80 cents to
prepare and can be sold easily on markets in the
streets… great idea;-)

IN TORONTO, a Clitoraid booth at a sex convention
gathered $1,235 in one day!!!!!! Yeah!!!!! Congratulations
to the Canadian team too.

FUN INNOVATION

Here is a credit card of an Israeli member. As you can see,
all is possible in Israel…
All Raelians are going to order new ones showing the
Embassy for the Elohim and our website J
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